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School’s new graduation requirements

Sophomores now need a total of 23.5 credits to graduate
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change the requirements now. This
will go into effect for the class of 2014
and beyond. Many of the students in
this class are not too ecstatic about
this.
“I feel the new English graduation
requirements are dumb because it
just adds another full year of the same
thing, where I could be taking an elective,” said sophomore Bradley Potter.
The other change to graduation
credit requirements is an increase
in required math credits from two to
three. This will be in effect for the
class of 2013 and beyond. Math is not
everyone’s strong suit, and some are
worried about their capabilities in
completing another math class.
“I don’t think it’s fair because some
kids have to study harder than others
[to get a good grade or pass], and they
still don’t get where they want to go,”
said sophomore Cassandra Bennet.
The final change to graduation
credit requirements will result in a
decrease in the number of required
elective credits starting with the class
of 2014.
This change means that a student
will have to pass every class that he/
she is enrolled in to be eligible for
graduation on time. Twenty-three and
a half credits allows students one failure without having to sign up for credit retrieval or summer classes.
“I don’t think it’s fair because it puts
extra stress on the younger classes
that the older classes didn’t have,” said
sophomore Rebecca Edwins.
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Senior Sarah Walter LaRue mocks sophomore Sydney Greene for needing 23.5 credits to
graduate. The 2012 seniors only need a total of 22.5 credits to graduate this year. The increase in needed credits was a part of the accreditation that took place in the spring of 2010.

by Elaine Potter Seniors are wrapStaff Reporter ping up their classes
and celebrating the
accomplishments of graduating high
school, while underclassmen are
stressing about the upcoming changes
to graduation requirements.
In the spring of 2010, Lake Stevens
High School underwent an accreditation process in which the NWAC
(Northwest Accreditation Commission) looked closely at what Lake Stevens High School is doing with their
students. Evaluation included school
operations, requirements of the students for graduation, classroom rigor and grading practices. The team
looked extensively at student achievement, contextual and perceptual data.
They visited classrooms and spoke
with Lake Stevens students and teachers and suggested changes.
“As a board we support the change
in graduation requirements as they
reflect the high expectations and rigor
we want our students to embrace in
order to be prepared for college and
a career upon graduation from Lake
Stevens High School,” said Director of
Communication Arlene Hulten.
One of these was to look at the English credit requirements. Washington
State is one of only three states in the
country that requires less than 4.0 in
English credits to receive a diploma.
Currently the State Board of Education
is trying to change that and requires
English in all four years. Lake Stevens
decided to get ahead of the game and
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Britain has called for the closure of the Iranian Embassy located
in London. The decision to close the embassy came after attacks
against Britain’s embassy in Tehrar. This reduces diplomatic relations between the countries to the lowest functioning level. The
United States still has no diplomatic relations with Iran (“UK closes
Iranian embassy in London”).

45,000 residents have been ordered to evacuate Koblenz, Germany. The evacuation orders were issued after a WWII bomb was
found in the Rhine River. Dry spells in the area caused the water
level to drop, uncovering the bomb (“45,000 residents evacuated after
WWII bob found in German city”).

A snake charmer dumped several snakes onto the floor of a
Northern Indian rural village office on December 1st. The snakes,
including four cobras, were dumped on the floor of the tax office
because the charmer was upset over a land deal that had not gone
through (“Snake charmer unleashes cobras in India office”).

Vice President Joe Biden paid tribute to the members of the
army on Thursday, December 1. The service took place at al-Faw
Palace in Baghdad and addressed about 120 U.S. service members and 100 Iraqi troops. This is supposed to be a step forward
towards withdrawing virtually all of the American troops in Iraq
(“Biden honors US, Iraqi troops for sacrifices in Iraq”).

The kidnapping of a 70 year old U.S. aid worker by Al Qaeda
has been followed by the terrorist group with demands for his
release. Al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahri says they will release
tahe man if the United States stops air strikes in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Somalia and Yemen (“Al Queda says it is holding U.S. hostage in
Pakistan”).
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Swiper, no swiping
Staff and students see increase in theft
Theft has become a conby Aleesa Browning
stant
problem at Lake SteStaff Reporter
vens High School and has
been seen repeatedly in the boys and girls P.E.
locker rooms. Gym teachers have been getting
several reports of theft lately.
“We had a large amount of theft recently over
about a three week span,” said P.E. teacher Chris
Mattingly.
When someone’s belongings are stolen, there
is nothing the teachers or other staff can do except try their best to find the thief, so to avoid a
situation like this, students can keep their valuables in their lockers, locked.
“[The most common belongings stolen are]
money, iPods and clothing, most of which are left
in their pants or backpack on the locker room
floor, not secured in their locker,” said Mattingly.
“The best thing they can do is buy a lock and actually use it. Also, avoiding bringing large sums
of money and expensive electronics and if they
do bring them, then they should leave them in
their locked locker. If they are really concerned,
they can always leave it in their teacher’s office.”
Going about finding the thief can be a risky
process, considering teachers can’t make assumptions or accusations without proof or evidence.
“Oftentimes you can’t make any distinction as
to who may be doing it for a variety of reasons,”
said Mattingly. “However, if we’re alerted soon
enough, we can search backpacks, watch video
from the hallway cameras, or in certain circumstances, if we have a good idea of who it is we
can set up a scenario to catch them. It should
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bank robbery
by Sarah Ruiz At 4:58 p.m. on November 29,
the Lake Stevens branch of Chase
Editor-in-Chief was robbed. This was the second

Photo by Marissa Fredrickson

Junior Tanis Whittington re-enacts the type of thefts that atke place
in the girls locker room. This was a staged photo.

be pointed out, however, that our best help is
when other students have information, and they
realize they are part of a bigger family here at
LSHS, and they step up and give us the information needed to find the thief.”
All of these things can be avoided if students
make sure their belongings are secure and teachers make sure to keep students where they need
to be, not in the locker rooms.
“Not allowing students to come down to the
locker room at any time would be very beneficial.
The less traffic during class time when the locker
rooms are locked, but unsupervised, the better,”
said Mattingly. “Ultimately, the locker rooms are
locked every period, and there are cameras in
the hall. If students can be more proactive in being diligent about locking their belongings and
looking out for each other as you would a family
member, most theft can be eliminated.”

Key Club awarded SVYA

Club helps develop books for kids

bank robbery this month, according to Lake Stevens
Police Chief Randi Celori. A local branch of Whidbey
Banking was also robbed in November. Although the
crimes occurred around the same time of day, Celori
said that the department does not believe the crimes
are connected.
In a report given to the Valhalla, the suspect was
described as, “a white male with a black-hooded zipup sweatshirt and a gray bandana, blue eyes, blond
hair, clean shaven, [wearing] light blue jeans.” The
report continued on to say that “the robber had a
black plastic bag pulled over his hand and said he
was holding a gun. [He walked away with about]
$3,000.00. As he was leaving the bank, a witness in
a truck saw him without his bandana and hood. K9
tracked [the suspect] back south toward 91st Ave.” No
one was hurt in the robbery, but the suspect is still
on the loose.
Squad cars quickly set up check points in Frontier Village and Marketplace Shopping Center. Some
drivers reported taking part in voluntary searches
of their cars in an attempt to find the suspect. A K9
unit from a neighboring department was brought in
to help with the search. Also arriving in Lake Stevens
was the Federal Bureau of Investigation; the Bureau
is called in after any bank robbery. The large police
presence quickly caught the attention of many.
“I was in my car driving from Safeway. When I
drove past the entrance of Albertson’s there were
cops posted at the exits of both Albertsons and Haggen. Their lights were on, and people were stuck in
the parking lot. It looked like something was going
down. As I headed home there were cops posted
on my street and an ambulance. It is Lake Stevens;
I didn’t think anything serious [had happened]. I was
surprised when I found out it was a robbery,” said
senior Michael McNeil.
The suspect is not in custody, and the Lake Stevens Police Department is still searching for him.
Students reported being uneasy about the event and
the robbery has been the topic of much discussion at
the high school. The crime may have come as a surprise to many, but it is a reminder of the importance
of being aware of one’s surroundings.
“[In a dangerous situation] get inside a business
or inside a secure location, like a school or a library.
If there is anything you can see, like details, try to remember. It’s always good to do that as well. Ultimately it will help, anything helps,” said Lake Stevens High
School’s School Resource Officer, Officer Guertin.
Celori also encourages extra attention when out
and not just at banks regardless of the establishment. At this time, there is no reward being offered,
but anyone with any information about the robbery
is encouraged to contact the police department.

Photo courtesy of Alisa Arcos

Seniors Rodney McDaniel, Aria Wexler, Brianna Diaz and Adrian Davila pose with Tech Step
Coordinator Susan St. John after receiving the Sherwood Volunteer of the Year Award on October 27, 2011. The members of Key Club received this award for volunteering over 100 hours
during early release Fridays, helping to develop adapted books for children and adults. “It
has been a very rewarding experience for these students, and we are thankful to Sherwood
for honoring us and giving us the opportunity to work with them,” said Advisor Alisa Arcos.
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The suspect was described as a white male with blond hair and blue eyes.
Above is a sketch released from the Lake Stevens Police Department.
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Football takes 3rd at State - the best finish since ‘94
The nostalgic played their hearts out,” said senior lineby Jake Sheridan
football season man Devin Guy. Guy was named WESCO
Staff Reporter for the Lake Ste- Player of the Game in the playoff win

vens Vikings ended at the Tacoma Dome on November
26. The team placed third in the state;
which was the best season for the Lake
Stevens football team since 1994, when
they placed second. In spite of the postseason loss, the players are proud of
their hard work during the playoffs.
“It’s awesome. I didn’t really expect
it, but I’m glad it happened. Everyone

Photo by Sarah Ruiz

Senior Brady Pahukoa holds the ball in to air after
breaking though defenders to the end zone. This was
the ﬁrst of two Viking touchdowns scored in the State
semi- ﬁnal vs. Skyview High School.

against Eastlake High School.
The post season games leading up to
the heart-breaking loss are ones that the
residents, Superfans and football players
of Lake Stevens will always remember.
One memorable game for many was
played against the Olympia Bears; it was
a back and forth game until Olympia
took the lead late in the fourth quarter.
In the final minutes, senior quarterback Jake Nelson channeled his inner
Joe Montana to stage an amazing gamewinning drive, which included a 60 yard
scramble on third down with 45 yards
to go. Then to seal the deal, he threw
a game winning pass to the back of the
end zone to his teammate, senior wide
receiver Christian Gasca for a final score
of 21-17.
“As soon as I saw that ball fall into
Gasca’s hands I didn’t know what to do.
It was mind bottling,” said senior runningback Shae Giddens.
Many can agree that the post-season
is an amazing accomplishment for the
football team.
“This season was the most magical

Photo by Sarah Ruiz

Senior Korey Young, surrounded by his teammates, holds the third place trophy at the Tacoma Doma after the
Viking lose a hard-fought battle to Skyview. This is the highest Lake Stevens football has ever placed in the 4A
State competition.

season of school sports I have ever seen
and the Olympia game was the greatest
game I have ever witnessed. I’m just
glad to have been a part of it as a fan,”
said senior Rami Nasr.
Fans and coaches alike will agree that
this year will be remembered for years
to come.
“The game against Skyview in the

Tacoma Dome was a little unfortunate,
but this team was one of the best teams
we’ve ever had and I’ve been here since
‘98. This team is special because of the
leadership provided by the seniors. We
were a tight-knit group basically like a
family. All in all it was a great year, and
it was a lot of fun,” said Head Coach Tom
Tri.

Soccer scores 3rd place at Districts

Girls swim takes 12th place at State finals

The girls
soccer team
Staff Reporter ended their
s e a s o n
Wednesday, November 9.
They lost 0-2 against South
Kitsap in the first round of the
4A State Tournament, taking
them out of the running for
the state title. The year was a
tough one for all of the players; six of the team’s players
were injured before and during the season, leaving a hole
in the team.
“We worked really well
this season seeing as though
six of us got hurt. We had so
many injured players, and I
think we all worked really
well to make up for the players that were lost,” said junior
Emily Thomas.
Even with injuries, the
girls stepped up and were
able to persevere. The girls
suffered a devastating loss
to Snohomish in the regular
season. After the defeat, they
came back with full strength,
defeating Snohomish 4-1 on
November 3, in state divisional playoffs.
“This was the most memorable moment for the girls
because they played so well,”
said Knutson.
Strong leadership was
shown by team captains seniors Ashley Saracino and
Breonna Countryman.

T h e
g i r l s
Section Editor
swimming team finnished strong
at state this year. With only
four swimmers making the
state competition the lady
Vikings were still able to
place 12th over all. Seniors
Madeline Summer, Kelsey
Fallstrom Lindsay Vanderhoff and sophomore Felicity Speirs all qualified for the
State preliminary competition held on November 11.
Summers, Fallstrom and Vanderhoff each made the state
finals in individual swimming
events, which were held the
next day. Although Speirs
didn’t qualify for state finals
in her individual event, Speirs
and her three state qualifying

by Rachael Belvin

“We knew how to balance
being fun and serious. We
were fun at practice and serious at the games,” said Saracino.
The leading scorers for the
year were juniors Danielle
Walsh, Hannah Huesers and
Ciara Carter.
Despite the challenges, the
girls made it all the way to
state. Players like sophomore
Montana Wahlberg were a big
part of the team, even though
she couldn’t finish the season
due to a sprained ankle.
“We knew this season
would be a challenge. We really came together as a family and grew together and
everyone worked really hard
everyday, and so I think that
is what made our season so
successful,” said Saracino.
The girls worked their
hardest, and played with each
other in mind.
“I tried to step it up for
the girls who were injured
because they couldn’t play.
I was playing for them,” said
junior Halle Jacques.
The girls were proud of
how hard they worked as a
team.
“I feel like everyone always
has to improve, I feel like I
did decent, and my goal was
to serve the team,” said junior
Kaiya Paulson, the team’s
keeper.

Photo Courtesy of Andy Knutson

The girl’s soccer team poses for a team photo after qualifying for the state tournament. This was done by beating Eastlake High School with a sore of 1-0.

by Michael Gianola

teammate did qualify for the
medley 200 yard relay and
the 400 yard freestyle relay.
At the state final these
swimmers were able to break
three school swimming records; the 200 yard medley
relay, the 400 yard freestyle
relay, and Madeline Summers
broke the record for the 100
yard backstroke.
“We all really brought our
A game,” said Summers.
The team’s success in the
relays is really what made it
for the girls swim team. Lake
Stevens finished 10th overall
in the 200 medley relay and
4th overall in the 400 freestyle
relay. Teams receive points
for how well their swimmers
do in each event. But teams
receive double that amount

of points for relay events.
Although the team graduates three out of four of their
state qualifying swimmers,
the team still shows promise
next year with state qualifier Felicity Speirs still on the
team.

Photo courtesy of Sarah Summers

Seniors Lindsay Vanderhoﬀ and
Madeline Summers, sophmore Felicity Speirs, and senior Kelsey Fallstrom
proudly wear their medals, following
the State ﬁnals.

A strong showing at the State finish line

This year, Cross surface matters such as strength.
by Vincent Bruscas
Country
“A lot of [the preparation] is mental. You
Staff Reporter junior Masonrunners
Nicols, should already be physically fit, so most of it

sophomore Zachary Bush and junior Scott
Schmitt all qualified to run at the Wesco
Cross Country Conference (State).
“State is a great time,” said Bush. “You get
to run a lot, meet new people and get a lot of
friends and girls. It’s great.”
Becoming a state runner doesn’t happen
overnight, or even in the span of a single
season usually, which helps illustrate the
glory of State.
“Going to State is a great thing, and Zach
was awesome there,” said junior Grant
Reimers, a runner from previous years.
According to Coach Cliff Chaffee, the
pressure and preparation for reaching state
is felt early on by both the coaches and the
runners.
“Going to State… is stressful, it’s the
entire team’s goal all [season],” said Chaffee.
“You have to start getting ready soon. [The
runners] start preparing for State in June.
You can even argue that they start getting
prepared during winter the year before,
when the first season ends.”
While the XC team starts training early,
often before season officially starts, the
preparations they make are not as simplistic
as one would think, and typically go beyond

is getting your mind ready; that’s difficult,”
said Bush.
But this preparation paid off in the end
for Bush, Nicols and Schmitt as they peeled
out of the starting line at their greatest.
They received, in the official order, Schmitt
with 16:30.1 (66th place), Bush with 16:38.2
(79th place) and Nicols with 16:49.6 (92nd
place). The Lake Stevens XC team informed,
however, that Bush actually placed before
Schmitt.

Photo courtesy of Mason Nicols

Juniors Scott Schmitt and Mason Nicols, along with sophmore
Zachary Bush ran at State for the highschool’s Cross Country
team. All three boys placed in the top 100 at State.
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Rough transitions into the
Immigrants in America feel disconnected
by Vincent Bruscas
Immigration has always been a major topStaff Reporter ic of discussion in America. People rarely get
past the stereotypes and controversial policies to take a look at the immigrants themselves. Many first generation immigrants arrive in the United States during their childhood
years. One such immigrant is sophomore Athida “Strite” Phukana.
Phukana came to the U.S. from Thailand around four years ago
to study and gain a higher level of education before moving back to
Thailand. Despite the relationships Phukana has made during her
stay in America and the education she is receiving here, Phukana
doesn’t enjoy living in America.
“I don’t like it here. America has a different climate and culture
than Thailand. And the people here are ruder than in Thailand. Except for the teachers, and my friends, so just the people I see in the
hallways or on the streets. It’s not like I don’t like America; I want
to be here to study,” said Phukana.
In addition to this, Phukana, as well as many other first-generation immigrants, feel estranged during the holidays and other special events. This makes it hard for Phukana to connect with most
Americans.
“It feels strange during the holidays. Like - What is it called Thanksgiving? Yes, we don’t have that in Thailand.” said Phukana.
The long flowing nature of Athida Phukana’s name is so different from the short names typical in America that Phukana even
has adopted a nickname she uses while living in the United States.
“It is hard for people to use my real name here. Many [people]
can’t, or have difficulty pronouncing ‘Athida Phukana’ so I just get
called ‘Strite’. It is much easier,” said Phukana.
The name topic has come up more than once in discussions due
to curiosity.
“I don’t really know where she got [the name],” said sophomore
Rya Ammons, a friend of Phukana’s.
Ammons isn’t the only student who is unsure about Phukana’s
nickname “Strite”, origins. “The name ’Strite’? Yeah, I don’t know

where she got that name, or if she already had it. She just told me to call
her that, so I did,” said sophomore
Blia Xiong.
But probably the most important
factor that affects Phukana as an immigrant is the difficulty with communication between herself and others
she deals with in America.
“[Strite] sometimes has trouble with
understanding people, and she doesn’t
always get what [others] say to her.
Sometimes she comes and asks me later
on ‘What did that mean? Was it a good
thing?’ So you can tell it is kind of hard,”
said Ammons.
Phukana admits that there can be
rah Ruiz
Photos by Sa
troubles sometimes between herself and
the average American.
“It’s difficult, every once in a while, to
hang out with people because they don’t always get what I am trying to tell them or
how I feel. It’s really difficult for people to
be patient with me,” said Phukana.
But Xiong reassures that not everything
about life in America is difficult for Phukana, and that despite the struggles Phukana is well on her way to acclimating to
American society.
“Strite and her family adapt to life
in America really well, her step dad is
American after all. [Strite] wouldn’t
seem like an immigrant if you didn’t
Janet Silva struggles to deal with
the seperation from her family.
already know she was,” said Xiong.
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The inescapable ignorance of the 21
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Prejudice still pervades in the “Melting Pot” of A

any students at Lake Stevens High School have been the object of
prejudice. It happens every day, in the hallways, the bathrooms
and even in classrooms. Despite all of this, prejudice is not limitend to a high school setting.
Senior Trovanda Olsen said she’s been subjected to racism, mainly
through cyber bullying. Unfortunately, people don’t understand that there’s
truly a difference between joking with your friends and stepping over that
boundary.
“I’ve had a lot of problems with Facebook because people can say anything when they’re hiding behind a computer screen. I just think media has
a lot to do with rascism,” said Olsen.
Last year in 2nd year Spanish, my class was having a discussion about
immigration, whether or not it was okay for people to come into the United
States from Mexico for a better life, when a girl, who I had once considered
to be my friend and had been to my house a few times, asked, “Does this
discussion offend you?”
At first, I was shocked, thinking she had to be joking, but when I realized she was serious I was offended and irritated. She knew my family and
some of our history, so why would she think that because I’m American
from Mexican descent that I would be offended? Her question offended me
a lot more than the discussion ever could have.
The discussion really had nothing to do with me, especially since my
great-grandparents were the first immigrants to America. They really didn’t
even immigrate; Americans walked over to their land and said ‘This is the
border between America and Mexico,’ right smack dab in the middle of my
great-grandpa’s ranch. So really, I’m 3rd generation.
I’ve been called a beaner, a Pepè, a “fake Mexican” for not dressing or
talking the way Mexicans are “supposed” to talk according to many of the
students at Lake Stevens High School, and I’ve been called a snob for getting
good grades and supposedly thinking I’m better than the “real” Mexicans
because of that. Each blow hurts worse than the previous one, but at some
point I blow it off.

But should I have to laugh it off ? It’s really not okay for people to make
fun of someone and separate that individual from everyone else. Rather
than reprimanding or confronting those people, the individual has to just
blow it off like it doesn’t hurt. I feel like it should be an unspoken understanding that teasing someone about his or her ethnicity is a line that
should never be crossed.
Being a minority can set people apart. Each minority possesses a stereotype and a prejudice that goes along with it, but the entire population
doesn’t fulfill that generalization.
There’s no need to judge someone based solely on the color of their skin.
There’s an issue with that, and it needs to be fixed.
“People legitimately do think that I’m a terrorist, but I’m not,” explained
senior Rami Nasr. “I have never performed an act of terrorism. I’m sure
that people that have used prejudice against me have touched more bombs
than I have.”
The problem is that prejudice is not only hurtful, but it also perpetuates
ignorance.
“The worst part was probably back when it first started in second
grade, after the 9/11 attack,” said Nasr. “One of the mothers asked my
second grade teacher Mrs. Mardock why I didn’t go to school. And then
she went on to [ask], ‘Is it because he’s Arab?’ It was fresh after the 9-11
attacks and so the ignorance of that [lady] kinda irritated me just because,
you know, it’s a parent and now she’s gonna raise her kids [thinking] that...
Arab or Middle Eastern people are bad and that’s just not good.”
Being racist isn’t the only problem; it’s just the most obvious. There’s
also a misidentification issue.
Students and teachers alike have confused me for many different
nationalities.
When I was a freshman and living in San Diego, I was leaving
the orthodontist when a lady began speaking to me in Pashto, one of the main languages in Afghanistan, confusing
me for someone from Afghanistan.
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e United States

amily torn apart at the border

by Jennifer Reyes
M o s t
people
are
Staff Reporter
aware of
the challenges that immigrant
students face every day, from
learning English, to the culture
shock of moving to America.
Many people aren’t aware of
the challenges first-generation students are faced with,
and how in some ways their
experiences are sometimes
worse than the actual initial
immigration itself. It’s even
more important to note
that some of the people facing these hardships attend LSHS.
mmigrated from
Janet Silva, a senior
tter education.
at Lake Stevens High
School faces various challenges being a first-generation
American.
“I barely moved
here, three – four
months ago,” she said.
She claimed that
she’s hasn’t experienced too much prejudice, but she did say
that speaking English
is still a challenge, “[My
English] is not that
good,” Janet admitted.
Janet has had a rough
net Silva
life.
She was born to an
uiz

1st century

What do you think
about immigration?

immigrant family in California.
“I was in California for some couple of years but
then, a couple of years ago I went to Mexico, and then
I came here,” said Janet.
When she was coming back to America, she had
to make the journey alone because her family wasn’t
allowed to come along with her.
“It’s really sad, it’s not the same,” Janet remarked,
“You just wish you were with your family because
they would help you.”
Janet not only doesn’t live with her family, but she
also doesn’t have an opportunity to talk to them regularly.
“Not that often,” she admitted, “like once a month
[we talk].”
Janet is not alone at the school though, “I have a
cousin here too, Brenda Hernandez,” she said.
Although life has thrown many things at Janet, she
remains optimistic about her future.
No
“I’m not that sure [where I want to go to college],
but I hope I can keep studying,” she said.
Not only are students around campus dealing with
Yes
every day challenges of passing a test or turning in
an assignment, some
are dealing
if your
e
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a
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support of
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Do you think English should be
America’s national language?
15%

85%

Photo by Marissa Fredrickson

“Mostly what pops into my head is Mexicans. I know not all Mexicans come here
illegally, but a good chunk of the ones here
did. I also realize Mexicans aren’t the only
immigrants; in fact my grandad migrated
here from Scotland.”

—Grant Reimers

junior

America

hodontist corrected her and said, “Oh no, she’s Indian.” I looked
them shocked into silence. Thankfully, my mom was there and
id that we were American but my great-grandparents were from

are a lot of assumptions that come along with having an ethnic
ground. Many students around campus have
seen, felt or been subjected to the false
presumption that he or she is a first
generation immigrant.
“At first, I was kinda bothered
by it because of the ignorance
of people,” said Nasr. “But
then I got used to it. Now I
just laugh whenever people
accuse me of being a terrorist because it’s just ignorance on their half. And I
teach them why they’re
ignorant. But you know
the phrase how it goes,
‘You can’t fix ignorance’
so I usually just disregard those people.”

by Avery Cavazos
Design Editor

Photo By Sarah Ruiz
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“All of them are true, they should stop calling them
stereotypes and start calling them truthtypes.”

—Jordan Carlton

—Maya Kristjansson

junior

Do you know any
families that are
2nd generation
immigrants?

“I think many of these stereotypes are
unfair and callous. Generally when I
think about the subject, the �irst stereotypes that come to mind are ones about
Mexicans sneaking over the border and
‘stealing jobs.’”

junior

38%

62%
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LSHS students support occupants in Seattle
by Michael Gianola
The Occupy Seattle movement
has been running
Section Editor

strong for almost two months
now. Started on September 22, the movement has
been criticized for having “no cause,” and protesters
are just occupying to be a part of something. This
is completely untrue. The movement targets corporate greed.
Protesters call themselves the “99%.” (This is because the one percent of extremely wealthy Americans make more money than the rest of the 99%.)
The tax rates for the 1% of Americans are higher
than the tax rates for the rest of the nation, but for
that 1% there are many available tax deduction opportunities. These include charitable donations and
job creations, and since the 1% consists mainly of
businesses and corporation owners, their taxes are
always dramatically reduced.
“The corporate companies support certain parties so that they can evade taxes even though they
make billions and could care less about the good of
the people,” said senior Stuart Hezlep, who has attended the movement several times.
“The march got pretty intense. There were probably around 500 people. We went to a couple of spots
where everybody in the lines sat down and had a
moment of silence for a few people that were shot
or beaten to death by police officers,” said senior
Dale Pratt.
But many Washingtonians believe that the protest is a waste of time and tax payers’ money. As of
now, the Occupy Seattle movement has cost the city
an estimated $600,000, according to king5.com.
“[The amount of police at the movement is] not
necessary at all. It’s a completely peaceful protest.

Photo by Michael Gianola

Protestors in Seattle take to the streets in a peaceful protest to encourage the end of corporate greed. The goal of the movement is to raise
taxes of the 1%.

The police actually provoke the violence. I’ve seen
some people arrested for the most ridiculous reasons. One person was lying down on the ground,
leaning against a bench. He wasn’t homeless, and he
was arrested for trying to sleep in a public place,”
said Hezlep.
But ideas are nothing without order. Many argue
that the protestor’s hearts are in the right place, but
the movement is not well organized. I took place in
the protest held on October 21, and it was one of the
most organized events I’ve been to. In the group of
protestors, there was almost never more than one
person talking at a time, after the person speaking
finished a statement, the crowd listening echoed
what the person talking said. After this the next person who raised their hand talked, the crowd would
echo, and so on.
“It was actually extremely organized. When I first
went there just expected a bunch of homeless people walking around, talking about nothing. But it’s
organized, and they know what they are doing,” said
Hezlep.

Information Soup:
It’s what our
Knowledge Bowl team
is eating for lunch.

Inform
ation Soup

Congrats on beating 54 other teams to
win Marysville Invitational!

The Twlight Saga continues
The newest movie pulls viewers back to the theatres
by Samantha Wade
Opinion Editor
After bringing in
$144 million opening
night, (according to cnn.
com) some have to wonder how a movie that
many feel lacks in facial
expression and good
acting can be so successful. But Twilight does it
again with Breaking
Dawn: Part One.
The first time I heard
of the Twilight saga was
when my mom told me
about the books.
It was supposed to be
a great new series, and I
knew they were making
a movie out of it. So we
went to good ol’ Target
and picked up the books.
By the end of the day
I was already finished
with one and completely
hooked on the next.
“I’m a guy, and even I
like the books. They’re

not bad. I like reading
and they have a good
story line,” said junior
Houston Pellham.
We went back to the
store and picked up the
rest of the series. By the
end of the week, I had
completed the 2,457
page series and couldn’t
get enough of the Edward and Bella romance.
The books just had that
quality that we girls
can’t get enough of. The
forbidden love, the sexy
vampires, and steamy
werewolves-what more
could teenagers ask for?
“The vampires aren’t
scary. It’s a love story,
but not, a normal one.
[Peoples obsession is]
all about the story,” said
senior Demmi Caudill.
That’s part of the reason why I love the movies so much. I will be the
first to admit that the
acting is mediocre, and

the special effects could
be better. But if you have
read the books, there is
a connection that makes
the movies ten times
better.
“The books are actually better. The movies
are okay, but the books
give you so much detail
and you get so into the
characters’ heads,” said
junior Kara Franson.
That’s why the Friday
that Breaking Dawn:
Part One, came out I
lined up with two of my
closest friends and giggled like a three year old
the whole time.
So to those people
who have yet to read the
books and think they are
pointless movies that
lack emotion, you will
never get it. Until you
read the series, you just
won’t understand the
chemistry behind every
action and reaction.

Hello Vikings,

For those who struggle through high school,
there is a glimmer of hope in what the future will
hold. Many people look at high school as a temporary piece of life, something simply to get through
and forget. But in reality, all time is fleeting, and
your life may drastically formed by experience in
high school, which is why I have decided to challenge myself to make the most out of my senior
year.
Pleasant experiences are not one in a million
for me, but I have not made the most out of the
opportunities with which I have been presented.
So I have made the decision to make things happen. And I am here to tell you, it’s a little scary, but
it is totally worth it.
Before I made the decision to take some risks,
I spent my weeknights at home. I see nothing
wrong with this; I love spending time with my
family and relaxing. But now I’m trying to make
an effort to have fun during the week. Taking the
time to go out and make plans has totally paid
off for me. Rather than wasting away on a couch
I now call up a friend and announce we will be
travelling off to find some adventure. I have made
quite a few wonderful discoveries this way, the
Jimmy John’s sandwich shop being one of these
wonderful discoveries.
I am working on becoming more outgoing and
hanging out with people I normally would just
consider “school friends.” Maybe my next step
will even be asking out someone I don’t really
know. I’m not sure why I decided to step up my
game, but even in just one week it has paid off. In
one week I have noticed I feel more content with
my life, because I don’t feel like I am wasting my
potential.
So I now propose to you to jump on board my
crazy train and take some risks. Not the dangerous, stupid, negative consequence resulting risks,
but risks that will improve your life. Go out of your
box: Make it Happen. Our school motto this year
has been a reminder to me, to do just that. For a
long time I sat at home wondering why I wasn’t
out having more fun. I’m sure a lot of you have
been in that same boat. But now, instead of just
staying at home, I am making plans and making it
happen.

Top Ten Worst
10. Classifieds from your
parents
9. Bacon-ﬂavored fruit
cake
8. The Chia Pet you gave
your cousin last year
7. Justin Bieber’s X-mas
album
6. A suitcase, to help
you move out
5. Coal
4. Anti-acne cream
3. A Jonas-Brothers
card
2. A Snohomish sweatshirt

Holiday Gifts
1. Tickets to
your creepy
uncle’s gun
show

Check out more photos on Facebook at “Lshs Valhalla”
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Rants and Raves

Photos by Sarah Ruiz

Sarah Ruiz I think tattoos are amazing. The beautiful artwork that is created completely blows me away. Having such a permanent and (hopefully)
meaningful mark on your body is also a very personal decision. So I hate it when people think they can judge someone based purely on a
Rant tattoo. Ink should not change a person; it should only enhance them. I am so tired of hearing people offering their two cents about tattoos

when it does not involve them. If someone you know is getting a tattoo, then do not berate her endlessly and tell them they are stupid; most
likely you won’t be changing her mind anytime soon. Instead, accept it is not your body and move on. Unless they plan to ink your name on
her arm, there really is no reason for you to tell them not to.

Marissa Fredrickson
Rave

Rachael Belvin
Rant
Hunting
Shows. Everyone
already
knows
how
inhumane it
is to slaughter
animals, but to
put it on television is just
plain wrong.
Not only are
the shows boring, having to
wait four minutes for the
men to get the
right angle on
the deer, but
on top of that I
have to watch
these women
cry
because
they
killed
their first deer.
Oh yeah, super
great for you,
way to kill an
innocent anima. Congrats.
People
who
watch these
shows
need
to get outside
and actually
hunt instead
of being lazy
and watching
others commit
this horrible
act
simply
for entertainment.

Jake Sheridan
Rave

Sitting in class or at
home, despondent and bored,
wondering how to kick your
boredom? There’s an easy answer
to that question, hit up 9GAG. 9GAG
is a blogging website where people
can post pictures of things they have
found, made or think are funny, entertaining or even educational. It’s a great
way to kill time; the unlimited number
of funny meme’s (acts as a unit for carrying cultural ideas, symbols, practices or
pictures) that advertise common issues
makes me feel like I am surrounded by
people that have the same problems
or interests as me. It makes me
feel loved and gives me plenty
of jokes and pictures to share
with my friends.

Meagan Baron

I love Starbucks! Who doesn’t love it? I mean how
can you not love Starbucks? Every season they offer
new drinks and treats. Their treats are so amazing, and their new cake pops are the bomb. Right
now my favorite seasonal drinks are the Carmel Apple Spice or the Carmel Brûlée Latte. I
love Starbucks so much that every time I go
on vacation I have to have a hotel right by a
Starbucks, and then I buy one every morning.
I absolutely love living in the Seattle area because there is one on every corner. Starbucks
is like getting sun on a rainy day.

Chloe Rowland
Rave

Whenever I go to McDonald’s and order a McChicken with a large fry, there is always that lingering
question on mind. What should I get to drink? I love
ordering a large sweet tea to compliment my food. The
sweet taste overwhelms me while the chilly iciness takes
over my mouth in one sip. The fact that it perfectly washes
down the salty taste of my food makes me enjoy my meal
ten times more. McDonald’s sweet tea is so much better than a
carbonated drink that’s watered down in the fountain machine. Ordering a large drink from McDonald’s is like a non-stop fountain of my
favorite beverage. Just think how wonderful it is to eat a great meal
with an awesome drink all to oneself. I completely love McDonald’s
Sweet Tea, and I will get one every time I am there.

Rant
When
people come out of a
relationship, it’s as if
“single” is tattooed to
their foreheads. As a recent
single lady, I can walk into a
public building, surrounded
by strangers, and my relationship status seems to be as easy to
read as the “open” sign hanging on
the store’s front window. I am not
trying to be flirtatious, but perhaps I
hold my body unwillingly in a way that
conveys a mesage that I want to be in a
relationship again. I wish my body was in
sync with my thoughts. My first thought is:
I am not ready for this; I can’t do this right
now. I feel as if I’m a possession to all of those
staring eyes. My inner sign I want to hang
around my neck reads: “Not vacant; I am
not a piece of property, so stop looking
at me that way.”

Hannah Bartow
Rant

Many have been hacked on Facebook by close friends or
family members. The majority of the time it begins with
“hacked” and is followed by a cutsie little comment.
These are not nearly as bad as straight up trollin’. For
those who have experienced the funny but inappropriate remarks made on your Facebook wall, you
know what I’m talking about. It’s just plain aggravating having someone post something completely untrue, like you’re having twins, and
everyone believes it. Yes, it’s funny at that moment, but “trollers” out there start taking
into consideration that it’s not funny to be
the butt of everyone’s Facebook joke.
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Fast as lightning
Levi Berger speeds through high school and Tae-Kwon-Do
by Meagan Baron
Features Editor
Being a student in high
school is tough enough,
but senior Levi Berger
works hard in his Principles of Engineering class
and has even designed a
house.
“Ever since eighth
grade, I have always
wanted to be an architect
because I love to design
houses. I always loved
putting together Lego’s®
[and] creating houses on
Sims Two. After that, it
just sparked,” said Berger.
Berger is building a
scale model of a school,
which he hopes to finish
designing by June.
“The main piece is the
commons area, which
has a gigantic view of the
outside world. So, take
the view that Cavelero
has, but extend it up four
stories. It is curved in the
front and curves down at
the top,” said Berger.

His dedication to fulfilling his architect dream
can be seen by those he
works with in class.
“[Levi] is great at what
he enjoys doing and always looks at things from
a different angle. When
it comes to architecture,
Levi is the man. Right
now he is working on this
school which is probably
the best design I’ve ever
seen. In my opinion, Levi
will probably become one
of the best civil engineers
around in a few years,”
said senior Christopher
Fifield.
Fulfilling any dream
requires recognition of
one’s strengths.
“My job would be to
create the vision for the
client and make it spectacular. I want to go to
Portland State University
to get a bachelor’s degree
then my masters. It’s going to take about seven
years. I always work hard
at what I am doing. I like

Photo by Elaine Potter

Levi Berger expresses his love for Tae-Kwon-Do and architecture with his black
belt around his neck and his mallet in his hand. Berger takes pride in his work
in martial arts and architecture and is respected by his peers both on campus
and oﬀ.

to perfect myself and
show what I have for my
learning. I am what is
called a driver, someone
who pushes forward and
gets it done but not in a
sloppy way. I get it done
in a nice, perceptible way,”
said Berger.
The architecture field
is not the only domain in
which Berger excels. Due
to his exceptional experience with Tae-Kwon-Do,
Berger’s hard work and
commitment is not just
seen at school. For five
years, Berger has been attending Tigers Black Belt
Academy in Lake Stevens.
Berger trained vigorously
to get through the plethora of obstacles in his
way, which included eight
training belts.
“I beat the president
of the organization of Tae
Kwon Do in Korea. I am
an official USA black belt,”
said Berger, “I am first
degree, but I am in my
fourth step to getting my
second degree. There are
six steps to get to another
degree, [and] there is a
test for each step. To get
to second degree it takes
two years, and then it gets
longer for each degree.”
When he is not working
to improve his own skill,
Berger helps train the
lower belts who attend
his Tae-Kwon-Do school.
Berger’s success in training is recognized by senior Logan Christensen,
who also attends Tigers
Black Belt Academy.
“[Levi] is really good
[at Tae Kwon Do.] You
think that he is not going
to be good because he is
tall and larger, but he is
so fast it’s crazy. He’s definitely one of the best in
school,” said Christensen.
Whether Berger is Bob
the Builder or Bruce Lee,
he is recognized for the
dedication in two aspects
of his life that he loves.
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Shooting sports have existed for
by Aleesa Browning
centuries,
and for junior Kayley McNeal,
Staff Reporter

they have been a big part of her life for
almost six years. Kayley attends events and gatherings with people
all around the country and has competed in various events and
competitions, including Nationals.
“I started shooting when I was about 11,” said McNeal. “My dad
went to a company function, and the events they did were shootingbased. We both had done pistol shooting for a few years prior to this.
He started about five months before I did, and I thought it sounded
interesting, so I wanted to try it. I started in February of 2006. I
started off just doing it for fun; then I started competing in 2007.”
Being involved in these kinds of events and competitions takes
time and practice for every individual planning to be a part of them.
Competitions are sometimes located in places that require traveling.
For Kayley, that means going to Texas and having a full six days of
shooting to determine who the best is around the country.
“We all start shooting on a Tuesday and don’t stop until Sunday,”
said McNeal.
Each person is put into a certain group to keep every event
organized and fair. Depending on one’s level and ability, everyone
is categorized into different subgroups, and they compete within
those groups.
“There are sub groups like Lady Champion, Junior Champion and
Class Champion,” said McNeal.
Everyone competing in Nationals is focused on the main event.
“[The main event] is where everyone gets together, and we
shoot 300 targets in a span of four days, and we all shoot the same
courses,” said McNeal. “By the end, whoever has the highest score
wins the whole thing. And whoever gets the highest score within the
subgroups wins as well.”
Kayley went to Nationals and competed with people from all
around the United States.
“When I went I came in 38 out of 125 women,” said McNeal. “I
plan on continuing this. It is a great way to meet people, and there
are college scholarships that I would like to go for. To do that I need
to keep shooting for at least two more years, but even after that, I
don’t plan on stopping totally.”

Photo Courtesy of Kayley McNeal

Kayley McNeal at Nationals for shooting sports, where she ranked 38 out of
125 women. Shooting sports has been a big part of McNeal’s life for six years.
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Taking field work to a new level
Outside of class, teacher Jonathan Dufay spends his time biking and whitewater kayaking
Jonathan Dufay is Lake Steby Hannah Bartow
vens High School’s newest sciNews Editor ence teacher. Dufay previously

subbed for schools in Snohomish County before teaching for a year in Marysville.
This year Dufay teaches Forensics and Biology.
“This is my second year [of teaching]. Last year I
taught in Marysville and taught physical science, biology and environmental science,” said Dufay.
Although Dufay spends a lot of time teaching, he
finds time to do multiple outdoor activities, such as
whitewater kayaking. Dufay started kayaking after he
retired from the Navy in 2004.
“My first love is whitewater kayaking. I saw people doing it and thought it looked cool. When I cannot
[kayak], I ski or mountain bike,” said Dufay.
Dufay enjoys kayaking because there are many
things to see and experience, like local ecosystems,
while in the water. He has yet to find a shortage of
places to white water kayak here in Washington.
“I think it’s cool that he’s so active. Whitewater kayaking and biking are dying sports; someone should be
keeping them alive,” said junior Nicolette Rindero.
Dufay rides his bike to and from school on average
three times each week. Since many students drive or
ride the bus to school, some find Dufay’s habit a little
strange.
“Mr. Dufay is really cool; a little odd because he bikes
to school almost every day from Everett. But I think it’s
great that he’s so devoted to biking and kayaking,” said
junior Savannah Spencer.
Dufay encourages students to ride bikes instead of
driving cars to school for many reasons.

Photo courtesy of Jonathan Dufay

Lake Stevens High School teacher Jonathon Dufay spends most of his weekends outdoors. Here, Dufay kayaked down the Cooper River near Roslyn.

Riding a bike provides physical fitness and helps
the environment. Another reason Dufay spends 45
minutes riding back and forth to school weekly is to
think about the day’s activities. His ride to school is
spent thinking about what activities need to happen
that day and the ride home thinking about what hap-

pened that day.
“I think it’s really cool that he rides his bike to school
a lot. It shows he cares about the environment, as well
as his health. Riding from Everett to here is quite a
long way by bike, so he’d have to be really athletic to
do something like that,” said junior Sarah Grassl.

These siblings exhibit “Major” school spirit
What do you find when you break open a Viking? Purple and gold.
by Chloe Rowland Even with
long
school
Staff Reporter days and busy

schedules, the
students at Lake Stevens High School
still make time to show off their school
spirit. School spirit is often shown in
more ways than one, but whether
students decide to show it, or not, is
up to the students themselves.
Sophomore Michelle and senior
Mickenzie Majors are a brothersister duo who flaunt their school
spirit to the max. These two make

sure to dress up for every spirit
day and go above and beyond when
Superfanning.
“I think it’s fun, and you get to like
dress up and be spirited. I dress up
and kind of go all out, Superfan for
every game, do all the spirit days and
stuff,” said Michelle.
Screaming in the Superfanning
section is where Michelle wants to
be. Cheering on their high school
at sporting events is one way the
siblings get to bond.
“It’s a good way to support

our school and our sports,” said
Mickenzie.
Mickenzie is a wrestler on the
school team, which has taught him
to have respect for his school. He
chooses to support his high school
because he thinks it is a great way to
get involved, and boost spirits.
“I like the Superfan section at the
football games, like how crazy it gets,
‘cause it’s really fun and energetic
and just crazy and yelling and you
could be like a freak and nobody
cares,” said Michelle.
Michelle isn’t the only one who
likes the insane waves of spirit that
the Superfans give off at all the
football games.
“The [Superfanning] cheers and
hanging out with your friends at the
games are fun,” said Mickenzie Majors.
Both Michelle and Mickenzie’s school
spirit doesn’t stop at just yelling and
cheering for sports teams. You can
see these two dressing up on Spirit
days whenever Spirit Week rolls
around.
“It’s fun for everybody, and you
don’t feel awkward if you’re not
dressed up,” said Michelle.
Michelle, who dresses up everyday
for spirit weeks, invites her friends
to dress up with her and support the
school.
Mickenzie encourages his friends
go Superfanning to support the
football team and show their own
school spirit, all the while having a

good time.
“[Mickenzie’s friends] show their
school spirit and support our football
team,” said Mickenzie. Michelle and
Mickenzie’s school spirit inspires
more students to show off their own
personal support. Hopefully their
enthusiasm will rub off on those
around them and encourage even
more students to get involved in
Spirit Days.

Photo courtsey of Michelle and Mickenzie Majors

Michelle and Mickenzie Majors are two siblings
at Lake Stevens High School who make sure to not
waste a single Spirit Day. Dressing up for whatever
Leadership cooks up for the school-wide dress-up
days is something both Majors look forward to doing.
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Michelle and Mickenzie Majors make the most out of Hillbilly Day during Homecoming Spirit Week. Michelle
even smeared dirt on her legs, and Mick busted out his camoflauge pants.
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